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wedding photography 21 tips for amateur wedding - it s a question that s been asked a few times in our forums over the
last few months so while i m not a pro wedding photographer i thought it was time to share a few tips on the topic of
wedding photography i ll leave the technical tips of photographing a wedding to the pros but as, 21 settings techniques
and rules all new camera owners - some are very basic while others go a little deeper but all have been selected from our
archives specifically for beginners and new camera owners enjoy introductions to useful modes and settings on your digital
camera 1 digital camera modes explained i spoke with a family friend recently, 5 camera setting tips for shooting great
portraits - 1 picking the right lens i like to start with lens choice because that will determine the flexibility to carry out some
of the other tips that speak to focal length and aperture settings there are a few lens options you can reach for and it may
depend on your setting and the number of people in the shoot, underwater digital cameras underwater photography
guide - welcome to the underwater photography guide this online book and magazine is a complete underwater
photography tutorial full of u w photography tips and techniques, composition 101 rule of thirds in photography with
examples - rule of thirds is a very simple rule to grasp and can instantly turn some of those boring photos into something
much more interesting and visually pleasant, photo workshop australia photography courses in sydney - photo
workshop australia have courses ranging from 4 weeks to a few hours depending on your needs and budget all training is
conducted by an international award winning professional photographer who will guide you patiently from photography to
post production and studio lighting, top 5 tricks for taking professional looking photos with - if you re really into
photography and would like to take better photos there s nothing like a good book to inspire you and keep you learning and
improving on a regular basis here are some excellent books on photography that i highly recommend for learning complete
digital photography by ben long, choosing a digital camera for your child digital photo - the grandparents bought my 4
yr old son a crayola digital camera for his birthday but unfortunatly the pictures it took were terrible each photograph had
quite a long exposure so asking a child to hold the camera steady for a full 2 seconds to get a photo that was in the very
least recognisable was pretty ridiculous, canon eos rebel t6i 750d for dummies for dummies - although the content
between most of the dslr focused for dummies is mostly the same for a beginner having all that basic content tailored to the
controls of a specific camera is a great manual to have, giveaway eyes open creative photography e course - if you ve
followed my blog or attended any of my workshops then you may have heard me talk about how much i love the
photography e course that chris and i took together a few years back, 10 photography lessons learned on sutton place 10 photography lessons learned by a diy blogger photography tips and advice photo editing program suggestions camera
lens camera equipment ideas, amazon com nikon dslr tip cards cheat sheets for d3400 - handy pocket sized reference
cards contain everything you need to know while out shooting with your nikon digital slr camera allowing you to head
straight out to shoot rather than studying the manual or taking classes, what every photographer should know about
manual mode - the aperture or sometimes called the f stop is what allows you to have those blurry backgrounds people
often ask me about the lower the number f1 8 only has a small part of your photo in focus and then slowly gets blurrier as
you go out from you focal point, valokuvaus digikuvaus digikamera digitaalikamera - valokuvaussivusto vilkas
keskustelufoorumi ja uutissivu jossa joka p iv valokuvaukseen ja valokuvausv lineisiin liittyvi tuoreita uutisia
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